Testimonials
MC
Joan Rinaldi
Branch Administration at Hudson Building Supplies
It has been a pleasure as a leader for the past 3 years to work with Sally, she has
prepared and delivered many high standard interesting and interactive educational
sessions for our members which has generated very positive evaluations and
requests for more sessions from her. Sally has taken on the role of Master of
Ceremonies at some of our conference events and was a very entertaining and
connective MC making both speakers and audience feel special. Sally has
displayed a willingness to prepare speaking and training sessions to suit our
requirements for our members.
Kaylene Ledgar
Assistant Director Department of Human Services
Sally is a professional MC, trainer and speaker who connects with the audience's
needs as well as the organisations needs. Sally is a creative leader who engages
with the topic/purpose of an event and offers valuable suggestions to enhance the
experience for all involved. Sally's ability to understand the needs of the audience
and organisation has lifted the quality of training and seminars. I highly recommend
Sally as an MC, trainer, speaker and coach.
Margrit Fisher
R/N at POWH
Sally prepared and hosted an event with four speakers and she led the 1/2 day
session. She was extremely well prepared, was able to warm up the audience for
the speakers. She did some research about the speakers and was able to introduce
each of them so the audience recognised them for their individual achievements.
The atmosphere was warm and encouraging. I very much enjoyed the afternoon
and learnt a lot.
Frances Cahill
ELEVATOR PITCH POLISHER | WORDSMITH
Sally was the MC and presented at a skills forum where I was also presenting. Sally
engagement with the participants was a delight to watch and equally to experience.
The content of her session was high quality and demanded attention. Her humour
and warmth made her presentation very memorable.
www.sallyfoleylewis.com
sally@sallyfoleylewis.com +61 401 442 464

Adrienne McLean
Helping Professionals Get More Clients | BookYourselfSolid® Certified Coach |
SpeakersTrainingCamp® Instructor |
Sally's approach was professional, supportive, friendly and informative before,
during and after the event. Sally ran the seminar and her approach as a MC was of
the highest of standards. I can recommend Sally Foley-Lewis for professionalism
and ability with business seminars management of the highest level.

Donna Avery
General Insurance Advisor
I had the pleasure of working with Sally at a weekend seminar, where she Emceed.
I enjoyed her ability to engage humorously with the audience, transition smoothly
between speakers and support them pre and post seminar, as well as on the day.
Sally's style is fun, engaging and energetic and she certainly knows how to warm
up a crowd before a speaker hits the stage. Thank you Sally for making my day a
great day.
Clare Mansbridge
Conference and Content Developer at Law Institute of Victoria
Sally was a vital, positive and engaging Chairperson and expert speaker at the
EA/PA Skills Forum which I produced. Sally was a popular speaker and a vital
element of the forum. Her energy and enthusiasm for her subject is infectious, her
delivery I would describe as electric as she buzzes across the stage. One delegate
described her in the feedback as simply "Brilliant." I highly recommend Sally as a
coach and speaker.
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